SLEEP SHIELDING
SWADDLING SHEET
For a Snug and Shielded Baby
Most Moms throughout history have understood the soothing
benefit of swaddling their babies while keeping them both safe
and comfortable. In the modern world, the new danger of wireless
radiation from cellphones and cordless phones, wifi, and microwave
ovens is everywhere. Swaddling Sheet is made from a soft breathable
cotton based fabric (similar to cotton bed sheet) with superfine silver
fibers (you need a microscope to see them) which adds wireless radiation shielding for
maximum peace of mind. A generous 38 inch square which is machine washable and
completely baby-safe allows standard swaddling technique. Makes a great baby gift too.

Important during the first 60 days of a newborn's life

Swaddling mimics the feeling of being in the womb, allowing the child to feel
safe and secure throughout the day without feeling alone.

Helps the baby to stay put which helps both the child and mother sleep more
soundly
Washing Instructions: Hand or machine wash (gentle cycle), cold water. Use TexCare.
Hang dry. Iron without steam, low heat. No bleach. Do not dry clean.
Swaddling Sheet (Cat. #Q358) ……………………………….. $79.95

BLOCBAG™

Microwave Protection Sleeping Bag

Enjoy a peaceful night’s rest under reduced exposure to
mobile phone signals! BlocBag is a protective sleeping bag
made from comfortable, light weight, microwave reflecting
material… superb Swiss Shield Wear cotton shielding fabric
is used for the body, and Swiss Shield Daylite polyester
mesh fabric for the hood (see page 35 for descriptions and
specifications of these fabrics).
Pretty white fabric feels almost like cotton bed sheet and
folds nicely to the size of a book for complete portability.
Great for home or travel. Tested to provide 22dB
attenuation up to 1.8 GHz, no grounding necessary.
Extensive zipper for easy in/out and ample 96x34 inch space is plenty of room for the
average adult. Wash cold (40°C) with gentle cycle using mild detergent only! Spend the
whole night or enjoy a completely new kind of power nap! 96x34 inches overall, with a 32
x 34 inch "window" at one end.
BlocBag (Cat. #Q230) ……………………………… $359.95

FLOOR MAT
Need shielding underneath the bed canopy too?
Floor mat made from the same Daylite shielding
fabric as the Lite Duty Canopy. Can be placed flat on
the floor under the bed, or between the mattress
and box spring to shield from below and create a
"complete" enclosure. It is a simple rectangle of fabric.
Edges are not finished. Not intended for a high traffic area.
Choose the size you need:
Single/twin 60x98 inches (Cat. #Q362-S) ……… $109.75
Full/queen/king 108x98 inches (Cat. #Q362-K) … $197.55
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